Series: Basic Prayer
Title: Lesson 8 - “Making Prayer Practical
Prayer isn’t something to just talk about. It is an action. One can never experience its
blessings until one actually prays. In all of our studying on the topic, we want to be
careful we don’t stay in the land of the theoretical. Prayer must become practical. One
has said, “We do not learn to pray by going to prayer conferences. We do not learn how
to pray by reading books on the subject. There is only one way to cultivate an intimate,
effective prayer life: pray, pray, pray.”1 To move beyond a mere head knowledge
concerning prayer, let’s consider ve steps for making prayer more practical
CREATE A PRAYER BAN
My prayer time starts with a prayer bank. I am referring to a place where I write names,
requests, topics, and Scriptures I can use. I learned this practice several years ago. A
mentor encouraged me to keep track of requests in the back of my Bible. In time, the
names and items on that list became the basis for my prayer time. If you want to have a
strong and meaningful prayer time, I think you could bene t from a similar approach
In philosophy, the latin phrase tabula rasa refers to the belief that humans are
born without any mental knowledge or understanding. Such things are only gained
through education and experience. The phrase literally means “clean slate.
When it comes to prayer, some make the mistake of entering into prayer with a
tabula rasa. They have no plan concerning what they are going to say. Their mind is a
blank slate. As a result, they offer up little more than trite prayers and cold cliches. The
only thing they know to do is to recite the same canned prayers they have said for
years. After struggling to stay on track, they eventually quit
How can we avoid such stale praying? I believe a prayer bank will help. Take
time to write out topics, names, virtues, Scriptures, and other things you can use in your
prayer time. To help you in this matter, let me share the types of things I have in my
prayer bank
A.C.T.S
I like to start my time by praying through the well-loved A.C.T.S. outline. The acronym
stands for Adoration, Confession, Thanksgiving, and Supplication. I actually start by
just praying through the rst three components, since the rest of my prayers constitute a
form of supplication
Areas for Growt
We all have areas in which we need growth. As long as we are on Earth, we will stand
in need of spiritual and moral development (2 Peter 3:18; 1 John 3:1-2). List out the
areas in which you need the Lord’s help for change. I always have on ongoing list of
such topics
Peopl
Gallaty, Robby. Growing Up: How to Be A Disciple Who Makes Disciples. (Nashville, TN: B&H
Publishing Group, 2013), 68.
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We’ve already talked about how important intercessory prayer is. Based on what we’ve
learned, it stands to reason that there should be a lot of names of other people in our
prayer banks. Mine is full of the names of family members, sick people, non-Christian
friends, missionaries, pastors, and others
Scriptures
Earlier we referenced the power of praying Scripture. We will talk about the subject
more later. For now, know that there is often great blessing and bene t in praying some
of the great passages of the Bible. Some of my favorites are Matthew 6:9-13; Psalm
51; Psalm 86; Matthew 5:3-10; Psalm 25; 2 Thessalonians 1:11-12; Psalm 96;
Philippians 1:9-11; 2 Peter 1:3-8; Galatians 5:19-26; Psalm 131; Lamentations 3:19-33;
1 Chronicles 29:10-13; Colossians 1:9-13; Ephesians 3:16-19; Ephesians 1:18-19;
Psalm 145:1 & 146:1; 1 Timothy 6:15-16; Exodus 34:6-7; and 2 Thessalonians 3:1-5
Prayers from Other
I like to read Christian books. Some of my favorites are ones written by men of God
who lived many years ago. The works of the Puritans are excellent. In reading such
works, I often come across prayers others prayed. Some can be very touching and
encouraging. At times, I have made a copy of such prayers to use in my own prayer
time.
Some don’t like the idea of praying someone else’s prayer, but I think the
exercise can be bene cial, as long as it is done in the right way. One of my favorites is
the following prayer from Thomas Brooks
O Lord, I humbly crave I may be little in this world, that I may be great in another
world; and low here, that I may be high in ever hereafter. Let me be low, feed low
and live low, so I may live with thee forever: let me now be clothed with rags, so thou
wilt clothe me at last with thy robes. Let me now be set upon a dunghill, so I may at
last be advanced to sit with thee upon thy throne. Lord, make me rather gracious
than great, inwardly holy than outwardly happy: and turn me into my rst nothing,
yea, make me worse than nothing, rather than set me up for a time, that thou mayest
bring me low for ever.2
The book entitled “The Valley of Vision” is a rich treasure full of prayers one can pray.
Sometimes we don’t know what to pray. The prayers of others can be a welcome relief
on such occasions
Request
If you are like me, friends and family members give you prayer requests from time to
time. When someone makes a request, I sometimes stop to pray with the person
immediately. On other occasions, I add their name and their need in my prayer bank. I
pray for the request as often as I can. I also like to follow up with the person until the
prayer is answered
Brooks, Thomas. Precious Remedies against Satan’s Devices. (Edinburgh, UK: The Banner
of Truth Trust, 1984), 77.
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Need
Sometimes life can throw challenges our way. When there are great needs, I like to add
them to my prayer bank. Praying for such things brings a sense of relief, as faith grows
because of prayers. In addition, such a practice can be a source of great joy. It is
exciting to see when a big need — healing from a sickness, nances for a big expense,
the salvation of a family member — is met.

An Example of A Prayer Bank from the Back Pages of My Bible

Use categorie
In your prayer bank, create categories. Make columns and rows if need be. I have
sections for all of the types of prayers mentioned above — family members, friends,
pastors, and personal needs. I also have categories for virtues I want to develop, work
priorities, and upcoming big events in my church.
The bene t of such categories is rather simple. Typically, one might have too
many friends and family members to pray for in one day. A list of pastors or
missionaries could be rather large. Personal needs and desires can be numerous. By
creating a table with categories, you can assign certain requests to certain days
Make changes as neede
The Ten Commandments were etched in stone, but your prayer bank doesn’t need to
be. Make changes as necessary. If a request is answered, scratch it off. When others
ask you to pray for something, add it to your list if you desire. Your prayer bank should

.
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CREATE A PRAYER LIS
Once you have a prayer bank, you are ready to make a prayer list. When you go into
your time of prayer, you can write out a list of the topics for praying. My prayer list is
one of the most helpful things I do in my prayer life. If it wasn’t for my list, I would likely
experience a lot more prayerlessness. Having an established list of things I’m praying
for does a lot to motivate me. I commend the same practice to you
I realize that such things aren’t necessarily required by God. There is no verse of
Scripture that says, “Thou shalt make a prayer list.” One can have a powerful prayer life
without such things. However, a list can be practically helpful. In addition, one might
argue from Scripture that Paul used lists in prayer. Consider his prayers in passages
like Philippians 1:9-11 and Colossians 1:9-11. It seems the apostle at least had a
running list of requests stored in his head. Maybe he even had some sort of list
scribbled on parchments he kept with his books and scrolls of Scripture.

An Example of A Prayer List I Used Recently

I can only speculate about Paul’s personal practice. However, I can tell you that
lists have been helpful for me. When I go into my private time of prayer, I never have to
worry about having something to say. My prayer lists give me plenty of talking points.
In addition, my lists have a way of motivating me to pray, as it is rewarding to see
answered prayers scratched off a list.
To make prayer practical, consider implementing this practice. I believe you will
nd it helpful and encouraging. You can write in the yleaf of your Bible or you can use
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be dynamic, not static. Its ever-changing nature can give testimony to the work of God
in your life.

a notebook. Many like to use nice, leather-bound prayer journals. I prefer to use the
notes app on my phone or a 3x5 index card.
A list is helpful. When you enter into your prayer time, you’ll have a litany of
requests and talking points at your ngertips. It’s doubtful you will be bereft of
something to say
BUDGET TIM
Once you have established a prayer list, it is necessary to budget your time for praying.
The phrase “time is of the essence” emerged from the world of contract law in the
United Kingdom. Nowadays it is used to reference the need for punctuality and
timeliness in a matter. We could apply the axiom to prayer. To develop strong prayer
lives, it is often necessary to pay attention to the time.
It is for good reason that the Psalmist sang, “But I will sing of your strength and
will joyfully proclaim your faithful love in the morning. For you have been a stronghold
for me, a refuge in my day of trouble” (Psalm 59:16). Take note of the Psalmist’s
reference to the time of day. He was intentional to make mention to “the morning.”
Why? He had learned important principles of seeking the Lord. One must manage his
or her daily affairs with wisdom in order to make time for God. These principles can be
applied to your daily prayer routine. If you want to get practical in prayer, you must live
by the motto that “time is of the essence.” Let’s consider three ideas related to this
subject
Reserve tim
Talk to most people about the subject of prayer, and you will hear many dismiss their
prayerlessness with excuses regarding busyness. I hear many say something like, “I
just can’t nd time for that.” We all know what it is like to feel the constraints of time
pushing in on our priorities. It can indeed be tough to keep all the proverbial plates
spinning. The hectic pace of life in twenty- rst century society makes things like prayer
seem impossible.
All of this teaches us that time management is a non-negotiable if we want to be
strong in prayer. I like to say that you don’t need to nd time for prayer; instead, you
must make time for it. Examples in Scripture abound. Think about the prophet Daniel.
When his colleagues conspired against him, they knew they couldn’t nd any real fault
with the man. Their only option was to make an accusation in reference to his worship
of the Lord (Daniel 6:1-5)
How did Daniel’s opponents know about his prayers? Undoubtedly, the man was
so regimented that others were aware of his schedule. Daniel 6:10 speaks of his prayer
life by saying, “When Daniel learned that the document had been signed, he went into
his house. The windows in its upstairs room opened toward Jerusalem, and three times
a day he got down on his knees, prayed, and gave thanks to his God, just as he had
done before.” The language of the text indicated that Daniel had a habitual, scheduled
approach to prayer. His co-workers knew he often retreated for prayer at different times
of the day
The application for us is clear. To be strong in prayer, we can’t be of the sort who
hope to “ nd” time. We must be ones who make time. Intercession and supplication
must be a high priority. Each day, we should carve out space in our calendars for
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talking to God. So I ask — what time have you set apart for prayer? At what point in
your daily schedule do you stop to talk to God? This is often the rst step in making
prayer practical. Nine-tenths of the battle is won here. Once you carve out time for
prayer, you have often done the hardest part
Assign tim
Next, I would recommend that you assign a portion of time for each of your prayer
requests. If you have set aside twenty minutes for praying, split that time amongst the
items on your list. Maybe you have ten requests. Spend a couple minutes on each
one.
In my morning prayer time, I normally pray for ten items. I offer prayers of
adoration, confession, and thanksgiving. Next I pray for my sancti cation, my love for
other people, and my zeal for my ministry. Afterwards I pray for the day before me and
the activities at my church on that day. Last, I pray for my wife and children. I spend
around two minutes a piece on those two topics. I’ve found such an approach helps me
to stay focused. It also gives me a way to give adequate attention to each need
I’ve found that time ies when I use this type of approach. It used to be that I
would enter my prayer closet with a sense of dread. Praying for twenty minutes
seemed impossible. I would start with a blank slate in my mind, hoping for the best.
After a few minutes, I felt like I had nothing else to say. With a prayer list and
designated amount of time, I now have a greater sense of focus. Prayer is more
concentrated; thus, it is more meaningful. The liberty and clarity such a practice brings
makes me more motivated to go to my prayer closet for my daily routine
In all of this, it is important to retain a spirit of freedom and liberty. One must be
careful he or she doesn’t become too regimented. Legalism and formalism may
ensnare us if we aren’t careful. Remember the point of what I’m recommending here.
I’m simply offering a way to stay focused in prayer. Sometimes you will be compelled to
put your list aside. You’ll feel burdened to just pray from the heart. That’s okay. In fact,
I often nd myself scrapping all of my lists in favor of a freestyle, heartfelt prayer
session
What I share isn’t meant to be a strict schedule to which you must adhere. I
simply know that we are often demotivated to pray because we don’t have a plan. By
making a list and keeping a close eye on the time, you can establish a sort of routine
that makes you more prone to pray. This is what Daniel did. Scripture spoke of him
praying “just as he had done before” (Daniel 6:10). The original language of the text
indicated he had a customary approach to his daily prayers. Sure, habit can become
legalistic, but it doesn’t necessarily have to be. When driven by love, a structured
approach can be greatly helpful
Watch the tim
When I was younger, I met an older Christian man who fascinated me. He had been
used by the Lord as he ministered in different contexts. One feature about him sticks
out in my mind. He had an old pocket watch he had used for years. The timepiece had
a long chain that fastened to his belt. In conversations with him, he sometimes pulled it
out to check the time. He is the last person I remember who had such a watch. The
man stayed cognizant concerning the time
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I have found that a similar awareness helps in prayer. For me, I like to use the
stopwatch on my smartphone. When I start praying, I start the timer. I periodically
glance at it. Sometimes the time makes me aware that I’ve prayed enough for one item;
thus, it prompts me to move on to the next prayer request. At other times, the time
indicates I haven’t prayed enough, that my prayers have been too short and trite
I realize this practice may not be for everyone. My intent is to simply share a
practical tip that has helped me. Maybe this works for me because of the nature of my
personality. I prefer to be more organized. Others may appreciate a more free- owing
type of approach. Whatever the case, realize that there is precedent in Scripture that
teaches timeliness is important in regard to prayer. Daniel’s prayer pattern is a case in
point. Setting aside time and staying aware of time are keys to developing a strong
prayer life
LET YOUR TIME IN SCRIPTURE GROW YOUR PRAYER LIF
If you want to be strong in prayer, aim to be strong in the Scriptures. Reading and
studying the Bible is one of the most practical things you can do to grow your prayer life.
Many fail in the prayer closet because they don’t know what to say. If they would only
saturate their mind in God’s Word, they would nd a vast array of topics and themes.
The Bible provides an endless ocean of information for prayer. In it, we learn about the
character of God, the sinfulness of humanity, and the purpose of human life.
Daniel is an example in this regard. The Bible details one of his prayers in Daniel
2:20-23. The words of the prayer were uttered after the Lord revealed the meaning of
one of the kings dreams to the young prophet. Knowing that he and his friends were
spared from the threat of death, Daniel prayed, “May the name of God be praised
forever and ever, for wisdom and power belong to him” (Daniel 2:20). He also said, “He
reveals the deep and hidden things; he knows what is in the darkness, and light dwells
with him” (Daniel 2:22). What’s interesting to note about Daniel’s prayers is that they
contained portions of Hebrew Scripture. Daniel 2:20 seems to have been a citation of 1
Chronicles 29:10. Daniel 2:22 seems to have contained quotations from Job 12:22 and
Psalm 139:12
What does Daniel’s example teach us? The man seems to have been well
acquainted with God’s Word. Thus, when he prayed, he naturally praised God in
accordance with the truth of Scripture. Words and phrases from the Hebrew Bible
naturally owed from his heart and mind
From the prophet, we learn that Scripture is a means of strengthening our prayer
life. The disciplines of Bible reading and prayer have a reciprocal effect upon one
another. If one is regularly in the Word, he or she will become more attuned to the truth
of God; thus, he or she will be prepared to pray in a meaningful way. Let me propose
three ways one can use the Bible to grow his or her prayer life
Praying Passage
Start with some of your favorite verses. Use beloved passages like the Ten
Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer, or the Beatitudes. I nd it helpful to feature at least
one passage of Scripture in my daily prayer time. You can’t go wrong with praying the
Word of God, since it is a perfect expression of the will of God
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Scripture Memor
I was recently impressed in reading about those who were martyred during the reign of
Queen Mary I of England. Men like Rowland Taylor, John Hooper, Thomas Cranmer,
Hugh Latimer, and Nicholas Ridley were burned at the stake. In total, the queen
ordered the ery execution of 283 godly individuals. Reading John Foxe’s account of
such things is heartbreaking.
Despite the harrowing details within the stories, there are some bright lights of
encouragement. One of them involves the way in which the martyrs prayed. As they
burned at the stake, many ardently prayed the words of Scripture. Some were known to
recite lengthy passages from the Psalms. How were such men able to pray in such a
way? They had previously devoted themselves to Scripture memory. In their hour of
distress, they had a Scriptural armory from which they could withdraw meaningful
prayers
If you want to become more powerful in your praying, create a plan for
memorizing Scripture. I always like to have one large passage I’m working on. Each
day, I try to read through it, praying it out loud to the Heavenly Father. Passages like
Psalm 31 or 51 are great for such an exercise. I’ve noticed that I normally have a
passage fully memorized after praying it for a few months.
Once a passage has been committed to memory, it is stored in my mind for easy
usage. In times of anxiety, fear, anger, or worry, I have a thoroughly biblical prayer
ready at my disposal. At all points of the day, I can simply retrieve the prayer and recite
it from my heart to the Lord. When I don’t know what to say during my daily prayer time,
I have words available for use. Scripture is one of our best resources for building a
strong prayer life
BE PERSISTEN
When Jesus taught on prayer, He was concerned that His disciples “not give up” (Luke
18:1). He knew that most have a propensity to quit. Struggles and setbacks continually
beckon disciples to backdown from intercession and supplication. Consequently, it is
necessary to know how to press on. Jesus told a parable to motivate His disciples
(Luke 18:1-8). The parable is now known as “The Parable of the Persistent Widow.”
We have referenced it already in this study. I would recommend you reading it. The
story of how a judge nally rewarded a needy widow is inspiring. Many will be
encouraged to press on in prayer by reading it
On top of Jesus’ parable, I would like to share some practical advice to help you
persist in prayer. These are things I have learned form both Scripture and personal
experience. I believe there are some common culprits behind prayerlessness.
Unmasking and identifying such things will do a lot to help us press on in prayer

.
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Studying Theolog
It is also helpful to use good books to strengthen our understanding of the Lord. Works
on theology can help us have a better grasp of the character of God. They can also
help us become more familiar with the ways of God. When we have a solid
understanding of the attributes and ways of the Lord, we will be better equipped to
praise Him

Be realisti
In the world of running, there is a common phenomenon that sabotages many. Many
are known for trying to do too much too soon. They set a goal of completing a 5k or a
marathon. Even though they’ve never run on a consistent basis, they set too big of an
initial goal. For example, one might start by trying to run three miles a day. Shortly into
a new routine such a person will inevitably suffer from injury, fatigue, or burnout.
Illustrious plans crash and burn. Why? The problem with many is a lack of realism.
Some simply aren’t realistic with goals
Learn a lesson for your prayer life. If you have a tendency to bite off more than
you can chew, be on guard. Some go through a study like this one and immediately
began to make lofty goals no one can achieve. Remember, real life will happen. You
will have days where you fail to pray as you’d like. Don’t put too much pressure on
yourself and keep things realistic
Don’t let failure stop yo
The book of Proverbs says, “Though a righteous person falls seven times, he will get
up,
but the wicked will stumble into ruin” (Proverbs 24:16). Mature Christians realize they
will fail from time to time. Even the strongest stumble in countless ways (James 3:2).
The wise don’t let setbacks do them in. Instead, they pick themselves up and get back
to work
Have you ever known someone who started a new weight-loss campaign or
exercise routine? Have you seen such a person give up at the rst sign of failure? I’m
sure you know what I’m talking about. Some allow even the slightest misstep to derail
their plans and goals. Be aware of such things when it comes to prayer. If you have a
bad day, don’t call it quits. At times, supplications will seem stale. Don’t be
discouraged. Bad days and mess-ups will happen. Persevere and press on
Keep it rea
When it comes to perseverance in prayer, authenticity is important. Fake and feigned
prayers will zzle and fail. If you want to press on in prayer, keep it real. Don’t try to be
something you’re not. High-sounding words and religious cliches will wear you out over
time. When prayers are real and from the heart, you will experience more intimacy with
the Heavenly Father. Remember Jesus encouraged such genuineness in prayer
(Matthew 6:5-8)
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Be exibl
First, don’t be too rigid with your prayer discipline. Remember that prayer is a relational
thing. Keep it conversational. Sure, prayer lists, stopwatches, and other items can
help, but such things aren’t the essence of real prayer. Don’t let them get in the way of
God. If you feel that anything is a hindrance to prayer, change it or remove it. Be
exible and keep your focus on the Lord. Despite all I have shared above, sometimes I
completely change plans once I enter my prayer closet. Our time with God shouldn’t be
all about completing a task, checking a box, or following a rote routine. The purpose is
fellowship

